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Abstract

The availability of real-time drilling data communication is highly critical to the exploration and production business of any petroleum company. Such critical mission requires oil companies to use the cutting edge technology because doing that can increase the profitability of the company by millions of dollars. Moreover, even short delay in data transfer could results in severe damages, injury, environmental pollution, or even loss of lives. Data Distribution Service (DDS) is the state of the art in middleware technologies, standardized by Object Management Group (OMG) in 2003; it is designed for distributed low latency and high reliability systems. In this paper, we review the current drilling data communication technique in a selected Oil and Gas Company, which will be called (OGC), and propose an optimization solution based on DDS technology. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of DDS middleware with different data types, data loads, and different networks including limited bandwidth networks. A prototype for our proposed solution is implemented using LABVIEW and RTI-DDS and evaluated in terms of delay and throughput. The results show that DDS is a promising technology that can improve the performance of petroleum industry while maintaining the correct safety margins.
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1. Introduction

Filling up your car or paying the natural gas bill is the final link in a long chain of businesses that make it possible for us to enjoy these efficient, convenient and economical forms of energy. The entire chain is known as petroleum business or industry. It includes the exploration processes, extraction/drilling, refining, transporting using oil tankers and pipelines, and marketing petroleum products. The largest volume products of the industry are fuel oil and gasoline (petrol). Petroleum is also the raw material for many chemical products, including pharmaceuticals, solvents, fertilizers, pesticides, and plastics. Our concern in this paper is on the drilling process, which is used to verify the existence of crude oil after exploration process is done. In drilling process, a well hole is created using a drilling rig that rotates a drill string (has a sharp bit at the end) with certain speed, Rotate per Minute (RPM), into the earth.

For efficient drilling process, the monitoring and control processes and drilling parameters enhancement should be on real-time basis, i.e. as it occurs. Drilling parameters are enhanced continually during drilling process the drilling real-time data cycle is illustrated in figure 1. This cycle starts at the well-site from the data acquisition of...
sensors measurements from down-hole and other surface measurements (these measurements will be elaborated more in background section), where some software is used to filter out unwanted readings and extract the information that will be sent to the remote monitoring center using wide area network communication technologies, e.g. satellite communication. At monitoring center, this information is received by database servers and used by the end users experts to monitor process activity on real-time basis; and simulators are used to simulate the future activity based on historical data matching analysis. Thus, if there are corrections then new parameters is extracted and new drilling plan is issued and send back to the remote well-site to take place in the future drilling activity. As a result of fast and accurate data flow in drilling activity, a great help is provided to the decision makers to correct and improve the process activity. Drilling activities are very critical, where any aspect of delay in data transmission can cause severe damages in equipment, nearby region environment, and even loss of lives. For example, the drilling process in offshore cost $200,000 per day, thus any unwanted delay might increase the cost significantly; therefore, monitoring the drilling data efficiently reduces the operational cost and increases process safety.

The selected OGC is one of the biggest Oil and gas companies around the world, and it is one of the top three largest in the world in crude oil production where it produces around 11 million barrels per day. In this paper we review the current state of drilling process data communication in OGC and discuss the issues that can be enhanced using Data Distribution Service (DDS) technology. DDS is standardized in 2003 by Object Management Group (OMG) as the first Real-Time Publish/Subscribe (RTPS) Middleware standard. It is a promising technology that can significantly improve the real-time distributed systems; it has been used in many real world fields such as military and industrial applications. A few proprietary DDS solutions had been available for several years. Starting in 2001, two major DDS vendors, the American group Real-Time Innovations and the French Thales Group teamed up to create the DDS specification which was subsequently approved by the OMG resulting in Version 1.0 in 2003. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the next section gives a background about the existing architecture used in drilling process in OGC, and in the same section we give an overview about DDS technology and their QoS services that can be utilized by drilling process. The literature review is discussed in section 3. In section 4, our proposed solution is described in details. An intensive performance evaluation is presented in section 5, including experimental work and results & analysis. Then, we conclude our paper with some recommendations, conclusions, and open research issues are also discussed in the same section.

2. Background

2.1. Drilling process in petroleum industry

Drilling process comes after the exploration process to ensure the existence of crude oil. Several rig contractors and different service companies implement and manage the drilling process at well sites. The tool used to drill an oil well called rig and illustrated in figure 2, which is subdivided into two main parts, the upper part (On surface, figure 2a) and the down part (below the surface, figure 2b). The drilling string is protected from the well walls and underground water layer by using multiple casing layers sealed off the drilling string all the way until the drilling bit. Measurement While Drilling (MWD) tool, is associated with the BHA to efficiently taking the measurements while drilling, such that monitoring the down-hole conditions at real-time. The most measurements taken by MWD tool are: rock properties, drilling direction, torque, Weight-On-Bit (WOB) (used to speed up the penetration rate), and wellbore pressure. The wellbore pressure is a very important measurement, where it helps do balancing in the

Figure 1. Drilling real-time data communication cycle

Figure 2. Offshore drilling process
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wellbore and mud pressure to avoid the blowout occurrences, which is a very risky event in drilling\textsuperscript{2,22,23}. Further, Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE) is a very important measurement that calculates the work that is being performed to penetrate a given volume of rock. It helps to identify the best drilling parameters and justify any design changes, such as bit selection, BHA design, markup torque, directional target sizing and motor differential ratings. The MSE depends on the fact that the input energy from the rig (Rotate Per Minute (RPM), WOB, torque and pump pressure) is equivalent to the output energy (vibration and Rate Of Penetration (ROP)), the vibration must be minimized to optimize the ROP. The following equation has been defined to calculate MSE\textsuperscript{[8]}:

\[
\text{MSE} = \frac{480 \times \text{Torque} \times \text{RPM}}{\text{Dia}^2 \times \text{ROP}} + \frac{4 \times \text{WOB}}{\text{Dia}^2 \times \pi}
\]

The blowouts are very dangerous, it would result in injury, rig distortion, harm the environments, and even lives loss. Thus, monitoring the down-hole conditions on real-time basis is very important for drilling safety, efficiency, and also it significantly reduces the drilling time and cost\textsuperscript{22}.

Thus, for more economic and efficient drilling process the monitoring and control cycle should be carried out on real-time basis. As described earlier, the cycle starts from applying the drilling plan with certain parameters, and then sending the well measurements (taken by MWD tools and mud system loggings) to remote monitoring and control center. Herein, the real-time data is analyzed and new drilling plan parameters is generated and sent back to the remote well site to execute the new corrected plan.

2.2. Current drilling infrastructure in OGC

The real-time data flow from well site to the monitoring and control center in OGC is illustrated in figure 3. The figure shows the real-time drilling and completion data architecture used by OGC; it is leveraging the Well Information Transfer Standard Markup Language (WITSML), which is a continually developing industry standard for the transmission of real-time, historical and contextual drilling and completions information. The measurements are collected using different tools from different companies each of which has its own data format and it converts it to WITSML standard as shown in the figure. Then this data is collected by a central hub in the remote monitoring and controlling site called Drilling Real-time Data Hub (DRTDH) and then distributed to the other parts of the monitoring and control system through a central WITSML store server.

2.3. DDS Overview

Middleware is a software layer between an application and the operating system. Network middleware isolates the application from the details of the underlying computer architecture, operating system and network stack. Network middleware simplifies the development of distributed systems by allowing applications to send and receive information without having to program using lower-level protocols such as sockets and TCP or UDP/IP. Data Distribution Service (DDS) is network middleware for real-time distributed applications. It provides the communications service programmers need to distribute time-critical data between embedded and/or enterprise devices or nodes\textsuperscript{20}. With DDS, systems designers and programmers start with a fault-tolerant and flexible communications infrastructure that will work over a wide variety of computer hardware, operating systems, languages, and networking transport protocols.
So far, many middleware solutions for optimizing and integrating control systems have been employed including Web Services, OPC and COBRA. Interestingly, in recent years DDS approaches have been implemented in integrating control systems. For example, Tarek proposed an architectural design that interacts with the main components described by the DDS specification. The aim of this interaction is to integrate the DDS QoS parameters to improve data delivery, to optimize network behavior and to integrate the network resources control to a middleware in order to enable applications to have more precise control over their end to end resources. Ageriano suggested using DDS as the backbone for manufacturing communications at the control level. Particularly, DDS is used to combine sending critical information such as periodic information with less critical information related to configuration, diagnostic or maintenance operations. The focus of this work is mapping of different kinds of traffic involved among the controllers at the control layer, such as PLCs, robots or Manufacturing PCs, over DDS. This technique utilizes the QoS mechanisms offered by DDS. Other research has proposed using DDS automation environments such as in Ryll and Ratchey where DDS QoS mechanisms are analyzed from the point of view of automation applications or in Clavo where the implementation of publisher/subscriber communications over the IEC61499 standard are proposed.

The authors in Tijero and Gutirrez analyze how DDS guarantees the real-time behavior through the mechanisms included in the standard, and proposes some extensions to this standard. Furthermore, they analyze other approaches to build distributed systems based on object distribution and remote procedures calls which can guarantee predictability. It also presents how to use DDS to enhance real-time applications. The work in Pozas proposes middleware architecture, called Frame Sensor Adapter Control (FSA-Ctrl), to control distributed systems. The aim of this work is to provide a QoS level between the communications layer and the control layer. This architecture depends on the use of a hierarchical communications structure called logical namespace tree and a structured set of control processes interconnected, called logical sensors graph. In this architecture the communication layer is based on DDS and the component QoS requirements are managed by use of message queues. Control components can make important decisions about distributed questions, like components mobility or information redundancy detection, by means of QoS policies.

4. Proposed solution

The main proposed architecture is illustrated in figure 6. As we can see, the well-sites have different service company each one has its own WITS data format, but based on Khudiri, all the different service companies has to adhere to WITSML format to shorten the delay of data conversion from WITS to WTISML, where actually in current situation there are some of the service companies working in OGC changed to WITSML standard. Thus, our solution assumes that all the companies have started transmit their data in WITSML standard. Consequently, our proposed architecture has a DDS WITSML-Enabled, which means that the DDS standard has to be modified such that it can read WITSML format easily and quickly; and because they are both based on XML, it will be an easy mission to build a data model that enable DDS to read WITSML data. Many QoS services can be utilized at well-site location such as, TIME-BASED FILTER, CONTENT-BASED FILTER, and RESOURCE MANAGEMENT.
The most reason that slow the deployment of DDS in the industry field is that it is still not mature enough and a lot of academic studies still evaluating it. However, DDS community is now growing up and as we mentioned early many companies competing to sell DDS products, even there are now some sensors and communication devices which are DDS-enabled. Thereby, as in figure 6, it is most likely that in the near future DDS will be enabled in other communication systems like PDA (Personal Digital Assistance), mobile phones, and other management systems such as Excel, Data base, and SAP (Systems Application Programming); such that these applications can be smoothly integrated with the whole systems to form one single system. Further, the cost of operating separate systems, tools, and data formats will be significantly reduced by operating single system from rig to end user reviewers. Also, the inefficiencies introduced by not being able to treat data from all rigs uniformly will be disappeared.

5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we describe our experimental work in evaluating the DDS middleware technology with data and video under different network situations, i.e. wired, wireless, and limited band width. In addition, we describe the implementation of our proposed solution prototype and evaluate its performance.

5.1. DDS technology evaluation

As shown in Figure 7, the latency results in case of using different number of subscribers for different packet sizes it is clear that it increases exponentially with packet size. In most cases, the measurements data that needs to be in real time not to go beyond the 1024 packet size which takes few milliseconds, which is acceptable in real time systems\(^{10}\). Also, in case of LAN communication the delay is in microsecond and the difference between LAN and Bluetooth is about 15 ms in case of packet size less than 1024 bytes, see figure 7. Some results of the delay with statistics are shown in table 1. These results give an idea about the behavior of DDS over limited bandwidth networks, especially for embedded systems. Also, still there are more places for improvements in DDS to be more suitable for limited bandwidth networks like in Sunnyvale\(^{25}\). DDS is also subjected to further examination over different conditions in network and traffic types as illustrated in figures 10. In figure 8, we test the ability of DDS to transmit video traffic, it shows that also DDS is a promising middleware that can be used in video transmission; this is also has been proven in several researches\(^{9,11,3}\). In figure 9, two of the most important QoS parameters have been tested, the reliable and best-effort. Because DDS is working over UDP network protocols it can provide both services to the end user; as we can see in the figure the reliable consumed BW is higher than in best-effort and that is intuitive because of the acknowledgments’ packets. Also, the throughput increases linearly as number of subscribers increase. The last result is shown on figure 10, which measures the effect of the interference in wireless communication; here the difference between the transmission with and without interference increases as number of subscribers increases, which means that the interference has significant impact on the DDS scalability metric. The interference here is introduced by using general purpose network.
5.2. Proposed solution evaluation

In this section, we describe our prototype implementation that has been used in our evaluation. LabVIEW and RTI-DDS were used as the main tools for implementing the prototype. And the measurement tools were as the previous work in DDS evaluation. The Heat Exchanger scenario in LabVIEW is used in our prototype to represent the measurements coming from the drilling process; where hot air passes through several cooling units and then exits the system as cold air. In this system, a set of coolers are considered as publishers where each publisher is responsible to publish the temperature using real-time DDS to an external excel sheet which is considered as subscriber and as a monitoring tool for the measurements coming from the well-site, as an example. The experiment was carried out using hardware and software tools; the measurement and monitoring tools and hardware platform specifications that were used are described in Table 2.

The experiment test-bed is shown in Figure 14, the backbone communication is based on publish-subscribe DDS middleware over WLAN network. The workload used in these experiments to evaluate the performance was periodic traffic which is represented by sensors’ data readings of temperature. As is depicted in the figure, five machines were used to push the traffic towards the sixth machine where the measurements were taken. For each experiment, we computed the average throughput of 10 runs; each run lasted for 1 minute, in order to examine accurately the changes in the bandwidth. We started by testing the throughput of the background of our WLAN to precisely calculate the capacity left available for data streams. Five different scenarios were built with different data rates, i.e. 1, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100ms as well as with different number of publishers, i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. For 1/ms update rate, the throughput increases as the number of publishers increase. The total bandwidth consumed in case of 5 publishers was almost 3.54 Mbps. It is worth to mention here that one update per one millisecond is very high rate in real-time systems. In this scenario the throughput is about 0.11 for 5 publishers with rate of 40ms while it doubled with rate of 20ms, it shows that as the publishing rate increases the throughput increases. Also, 100 ms still considered as a real-time system.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper we review the current state in drilling process and its real-time data communication in petroleum industry. As a case study our research was focused on the OGC company infrastructure. As Data Distribution Service middleware has emerged as a promising technology for transfer and manage real-time data in distributed systems, also its performance has been proven in commercial products and academia researches. Thus the main research question in this paper was; is this technology suitable for petroleum industry, and if yes how petroleum industry could utilize its capabilities? This paper is a one step for answering this question. Our results show that it is a promising technology for improving drilling process in terms of operation cost reduction while maintaining the safety conditions. In future work, we intend to do intensive experimental work on real data extracted from one well of OGC and apply the DDS QoS parameters to see their effect on optimizing drilling activities in real-time scenarios.
Table 1: Latency result 1-Publisher, 8-Subscriber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet Size (Byte)</th>
<th>ST-DEV (m Sec)</th>
<th>AVG (m Sec)</th>
<th>MIN (m Sec)</th>
<th>MAX (m Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>267.7</td>
<td>34.302</td>
<td>24.859</td>
<td>177.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>263.2</td>
<td>33.897</td>
<td>24.794</td>
<td>142.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>268.5</td>
<td>34.126</td>
<td>24.88</td>
<td>162.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>264.2</td>
<td>35.528</td>
<td>25.467</td>
<td>157.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>36.554</td>
<td>26.968</td>
<td>217.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>309.7</td>
<td>52.064</td>
<td>38.28</td>
<td>959.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>295.2</td>
<td>81.645</td>
<td>60.886</td>
<td>283.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>253.7</td>
<td>128.084</td>
<td>97.066</td>
<td>459.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>200.3</td>
<td>226.154</td>
<td>199.678</td>
<td>712.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>188.6</td>
<td>418.849</td>
<td>352.366</td>
<td>1278.287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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